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Per the introduction below, which would have been written by Harry L. Lindquist, 
the publisher of the Stamp Specialists, as well as STAMPS Magazine, this is an excel-
lent article. It is packed with information on the subject of the 1860 Imperfs; perhaps 
more important–certainly extremely interesting–is the ‘behind the scenes’ view of how 
the Scott Catalogue editors not only approach a listing, but also reverse it when that 
is found to be necessary.

The author, Stanley Ashbrook, may be the leading expert of his era; equally im-
portant, he was able to put his expertise to paper in an understandable way.

As I am presenting the text as a copy from the Stamp Specialist Book 3, published 
in May 1940, where additional information or images are useful, I footnoted them in 
the appropriate places and added them on at the end of the article. JFD.

From the Stamp Specialist:
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(See page 12)

(See page 13)
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(See pages 13 & 14.)
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    Today, below the Postage Stamp Listings, Scott notes, “See Die and Plate Proofs for imperfs, 
on stamp paper.

12¢ Plate 1 produced the 1851 Imperf issue, Sc. 12 and the 1857-61 Perf 15-1/2, Sc. 36, outer 
frame lines recut on the plate.
12¢ Plate 3 produced the 1860 12¢ Perf 15-1/2, Sc. 36B, with outer frame lines not recut.
12¢ Plate 3 also produced the 1860 Imperf, now classified as Sc 35BP5 proof on stamp paper.

Even today dealers and auction houses use the outmoded Postage Stamp catalog #, rather than 
the current Proof listing identification, although the accurate catalog value is given.

I boxed this to emphasize it as a telling point: even though neither the 30¢ nor the 30¢ black im-
perf are unissued, but found on stamp paper, becaust the black does not have a comparble issued 
stamp, there is no way for collectors and dealers to try to treat the 30¢ black as a Postage Stamp. 

Keep in mind that at the time this article was written, Scott listed the imperfs as Postage Stamps 
#37, 38 and 39–so here Ashbrook is referring to the still-listed Imperfs. In the 1942 catalog, 
there are no listings for #s37-39, and the perf 15-1/2 are numbered 52-54. At some later date 
the numbering was changed to what it is today, the perf 15-1/2 being #s 37-39.

Hugh Clark took over as Scott Catalog Editor  in 1935. The changes in the treatment of these 
Imperforates are among the changes made shortly after he took over. Like these changes, some 
were based on research by Stanley Ashbrook.

Now Sc. 37P5, proof on 
stamp paper, 2023 SCV  
$1,500; formerly Sc. 37b
 imperf stamp

Now Sc. 38P5, proof on 
stamp paper, 2023 SCV  
$1,500; formerly Sc. 38a
 imperf stamp

Now Sc. 39P5, proof on 
stamp paper, 2023 SCV  
$4,500; formerly Sc. 39a
 imperf stamp
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